The Planets in our Solar System
by A Year 7 student

How I remember the order of the Planets

I use a silly
sentence to
remember the
order in which the
planets are from
the Sun.

Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune

My
Very
Eager
Mother
Just
Served
Up
Noodles

Mercury
Named after: The swift-footed Roman messenger God.
Discovery date: 17 Century.
Discovered by: Galileo Galilei and Thomas Harriot.
Construction: Iron sulfide outer core layer, iron core.
Environment: Mercury has water in the form of ice deposits. There are craters at the
North and South poles.
Atmosphere: Very little atmosphere. 95% carbon dioxide.
Length of Day: 58 days 15 hours and 13 minutes Earth equivalent .
Length of Year: 88 Earth days.
Distance from Sun: 58.111 million km.
Weather: Due to Mercury having very little atmosphere, it doesn’t have weather like
Earth. As there is no atmosphere to trap the heat it is hot by day and extremely cold by
night.

Quirky Facts: The planet Mercury has a tail….. Streams of particles are shedding from the planet behind it.
Mercury has wrinkles…. As the planet cooled and contracted the surface has become wrinkled.
The wrinkles are called Lobate Scarps. The wrinkles can be up to a mile high and hundreds of
miles long.

Venus
Named after: Ancient Roman goddess of love and beauty – Aphrodite.
Discovery date: 1610.
Discovered by: Galileo Galilei.
Construction: Metallic central core, molten rocky mantle and a solid
crust – basalt.

Environment: Hellish environment - carbon dioxide and clouds of
sulphuric acid.
Atmosphere: Thick atmosphere traps suns heat, resulting in
ridiculously hot surface temperatures of 880F or more.

Length of Day: 243 Earth days is a day on Venus.
Length of Year: 225 Earth days is a Venus year.
Distance from Sun: 108.2 million km.
Weather: Extremely dry.

Quirky Facts: Venus rotates in the opposite direction to most other planets (exception is Uranus it also rotates east to
west).
Venus is the only planet named after a female.

Earth
Named after: Unknown.
Discovery date: Unknown.
Discovered by: Unknown.
Construction: The Earth’s core is made up mainly of nickel and iron. Above the core is the Earth’s
mantle which is made up of rock. The rocky surface of the Earth is called the crust.
Environment: several realms- atmosphere (air) lithosphere (rocks) hydrosphere(water) biosphere
(living things) and the magnetosphere (magnetic fields) .
Atmosphere: 78% nitrogen,21% oxygen and 0.1 % argon and 0.9% other gases.
Length of Day: 24 hours.
Length of Year: 365 days.
Distance from Sun: 147.83 million km.
Weather: Wind, heat, cloud, rain, snow, fog and dust storms. Natural disasters include tornadoes,
hurricanes, typhoons and ice storms.

Quirky Facts: 70% of the Earth’s surface is water.
As far as Scientists are aware, Earth is the only planet to have life on it.

Mars
Named after: The Roman God of War and referred to as the “Red Planet”
Discovery date: 1610
Discovered by: Galileo Galilei
Construction: Red dust covers it surface.
Environment: Dessert like. Rocky surface , with canyons , volcanoes, dry lake
beds and craters all over it.
Atmosphere: Carbon dioxide, nitrogen and argon.
Length of Day: 1 day on Mars is 1 day and 37 minutes in Earth days.
Length of Year: 627 Earth days in a Mars year.
Distance from Sun: 236.19 million km
Weather: Highly variable weather. Warm and dusty to cloudy and cold.

Quirky Facts: Mars is home to the highest mountain in our solar system – a volcano called Olympus Mons. It stands a
whopping 24 km high – 3 times the height of Mount Everest!
Despite Humans not yet having explored Mars, pieces of the planet Mars have landed on Earth due to
floating debris in the Solar System, allowing some research to have taken place.

Jupiter
Named after: The King of the Gods in Roman Mythology. He was the God of sky and
thunder. (Zeus in Greek mythology).

Discovery date: 1610.
Discovered by: Galileo Galilei.
Construction: layers of compressed hydrogen gas, liquid metallic hydrogen, and a core of ice,
rock and metals.
Environment: Temperatures and pressures are extreme and volatile and therefore not
conducive to sustaining life.
Atmosphere: hydrogen, and helium.

Length of Day: 9 hours 56 minutes Earth time.
Length of Year: 4,332. 59 Earth days.
Distance from Sun: 760.41 million km.
Weather: Stormy. Some storms grow to thousands of miles long and can be seen from space.
It experiences windstorms, lightening and auroras (natural light display).

Quirky Facts: A huge storm has raged on Jupiter for at least 350 years. It is called the Great Red spot.
Jupiter is rapidly spinning on it’s axis, causing it to flatten out at the poles and bulge at the equator.

Saturn
Named after: Roman god of wealth and agriculture.
Discovery date: July 1610.
Discovered by: Galileo Galilei.

Construction: Small rocky core surrounded by a liquid and very thick atmosphere.
Environment: No solid surface, made up of gases.
Atmosphere: 75% hydrogen and 25% helium.
Length of Day: 0 days 10 hours and 42 minutes Earth time.

Length of Year: 29 Earth years.
Distance from Sun: 1.434billion km.
Weather: Sometimes the planet has bright storms . It has some of the fastest winds in the Solar
System.

Quirky Facts: You can’t stand on Saturn because the planet is mainly made of gases. You would sink into the planet and
die due to the immense pressure.
If the planet Saturn was put in an expanse of water it would float due to it being mainly made of gases.

Uranus
Named after: Greek God of the sky.
Discovery date: March 13th 1781.
Discovered by: William Herschel.
Construction: Water methane, ammonia fluids above a small rocky centre.
Environment: “Ice Giant” - doesn’t have a true surface. Mostly swirling fluids.

Atmosphere: Hydrogen, helium and methane.
Length of Day: 17 hours and 14 minutes Earth time.
Length of Year: 84 Earth years.

Distance from Sun: 2.9566 billion km.
Weather: windy and cold. It has strange seasons due to the degree it lies on its axis.

Quirky Facts: Uranus lies on its side…… due to a 98 degree tilt on its axis. Known as the “sideways planet”.
Uranus is blue-green in colour due to the gases it is made up of.

Neptune
Named after: Roman God of the Sea.
Discovery date: 23rd September, 1846.
Discovered by: Urbain Le Verrier, Johann Gottfried Galle and John Couch Adams
Construction: Water methane, ammonia fluids above a small rocky centre.

Environment: “Ice Giant” - doesn’t have a true surface. Mostly swirling fluids.
Atmosphere: Hydrogen, helium and methane.
Length of Day: 16 hours, 6 minutes and 14 seconds Earth time.

Length of Year: 165 Earth years.
Distance from Sun: 4.4758 billion km.
Weather: Windy –Results in extreme storms and exotic clouds.

Quirky Facts: Wind speeds on the planet are in excess of 2,000 km per hour.
Neptune has only been visited once when astronauts did a flyby on 25th August 1989. they flew within
3,000 km of the planet. Scientists have no future plans to return to the planet.

